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Discovering COMAP
Answering the building energy challenges

HVAC systems and sanitary hot water production represent up to 60% of a building’s energy consumption.

COMAP’s mission

Strive to actively improve the efficiency of buildings by reducing costs, enhancing comfort, increasing reliability and boosting performance.
A leading manufacturer

The COMAP Group designs, manufactures and distributes in Europe solutions for the HVAC and plumbing sector.

Facts & figures

- Internationalized turnover with 60% of sales outside France
- Approximately 1,000 employees:
  - 15 different nationalities
- 6 production sites ISO 9001 certified
  - (2 sites are ISO 14001 certified)
- 90% of products made in France or Europe
- 12 business operations (subsidiaries and sales representations)
- 1 European logistics center
Part of a strong and international industrial group

Since 2006 COMAP has been part of the Aalberts Industries NV group that reached revenues of 2,025.4 millions Euros in 2012.

Aalberts Industries, founded in 1975 and listed on the stock exchange since March 1987, is an internationally active specialist in industrial products, systems and processes with high quality technical knowledge. The group develops solutions for diverse customer needs, divided into the group activities Industrial Services and Flow Control.

> 12,000 employees
> 150 group companies
> 30 countries
A complete and unique offer

As a global solutions provider, COMAP delivers solutions for every connection and control requirement between the energy generator and emitters.

Connection and distribution of water in buildings. Pipes and fittings. Compression, press and push technology for metallic and plastic systems.

Control solutions for the flows to heating, cooling and sanitary systems in buildings.
An acknowledged industrial expertise

The industrial adventure of COMAP began in France more than 90 years ago.

Our products and systems are designed within our engineering offices and essentially manufactured in the group's French and Italian factories.

- **COMAP’s factories**
  1-2 – Abbeville + Arrest, France
  3 – Saint-Denis-de-l’Hôtel, France
  4 – Nevers, France
  5 – Montélier, France
  6 – Brescia, Italy

- **Partner factories from Aalborg Industries’ sister companies**

- **Checy European logistics platform**
A commercial reference

Nowadays COMAP's solutions are offered by our commercial offices (Europe + China and South Africa) and through a sales network in more than 20 countries.

> A salesforce of 150 people visiting customers in Europe
> Partnerships with sister’s companies from Aalberts Industries

- COMAP’s sales companies
- Shared sales platforms with Aalberts Industries’ companies
Delivering anywhere, everywhere

Our markets are served by our European logistical platform based in Checy (France).

13 000 m² of storage

155 tons of goods shipped every week

10 000 customers

Service rate above 97%

ISO 9001 certified
Thinking a step ahead: initiators of progress

We want to offer the best solutions in a fast-evolving building and renovation industry. This means anticipating and responding quickly to market demands, customer preferences and environmental regulations.

The first high energy saving and customizable thermostatic head
Multiconnect

COMAP offer a wide range of press and push solutions. Safer and faster than traditional systems, they increase networks’ performance and projects’ profitability.
Ensure reliable performance: quality and compliance

When it comes to efficiency, every detail matters. Our entire organization is geared towards day-to-day operational excellence. Our range includes energy-efficient solutions in all materials and dimensions, for long lasting systems and easy installation. We also comply with the highest safety and environmental standards.

Our products are certified and approved in many countries - here are some examples →
Successful long-term partnerships are the measure of how well we meet our customers’ expectations. Our co-expert approach aims at sharing best practices and expertise.

Staying close: a proactive and available partner
For example, our site of Abbeville has reduced its electricity consumption by 8% and its water consumption by 27%. The production of harmful industrial waste decreased by 60% and the volume of waste sent to landfill was reduced by 51.

Our production sites contribute directly to the economy of the territories on which they are installed. We put in a continuous improvement approach to reduce the impact of our activity on the environment where we are established.
Solidary sustainability

Since 2005 COMAP supports the association 1001 fontaines by providing equipment such as UVc sterilizers and filtration solutions (through the Group’s Water Treatment business unit). Thanks to this partnership, almost 80,000 people in Cambodia, Madagascar and India can access a totally clean water.

COMAP also participates in the program “Sponsor me... a fountain” which aims at providing free drinking water in schools.
More about our solutions for efficiency
We provide the right part for the right system

> Control solutions
gather interfaces, balancing, climate control, sanitary, underfloor heating and cooling.

> Connection solutions
include traditional, press and push fittings as well as pipes, manifolds and junction boxes.

- Comap
- Meibes
- Ballorell
- Biofloor
- SudoPress
- XPress
- SkinPress
- Tectite
Control solutions product lines

Control is the key to comfort, energy savings and security.

COMAP products and ranges offer the best technologies to provide an optimal monitoring of heating, cooling and sanitary systems.
Comap range for climate control helps reducing overall energy consumption with long-lasting equipments, designed to meet the lifestyle of end-customers.
Interfaces’ technology for collective heating

Meibes ranges provides intelligent solutions from the boiler to the door of the apartment, including sanitary water.

- Systems for boiler connection
- Mixer circuit for wall-mounted boiler
- Systems for solar installations
- Drink water heating
- Systems for large-scale systems
- Systems for flexible connections
- Logotherm: complete systems for decentralised heat distribution and heating of drinking water
Ballorex range covers all technologies to ensure an evenly distributed water flow within individual risers, branches and terminal units in multi-storey or high-rise buildings.

- Ballorex Venturi: manual Double Regulating Valve (DRV) with a built-in Venturi nozzle
- Ballorex Dynamic: pressure Independent Control Valve (PICV) with a built-in Venturi nozzle
- Ballorex Delta: a differential Pressure Control Valve (DPCV) used to maintain a constant differential pressure across a zone or section of a system
- Ballorex Vario: a double Regulating Valve (DRV) with a variable orifice and bi-directional flow design
Radiant heating and cooling

Biofloor range suits every situation. It offers integrated and easy-to-install solutions for underfloor heating and cooling.

- Plus system
- Tacker system
- Optima system
- Planea system
- Dry system
- Rail system
Connection solutions product lines

Always professional. But faster, safer and more profitable.

COMAP new generation product lines for connection covers a wide range of applications and building types. Our complementary ranges serve a global efficiency approach, in consistency with economical and environmental performance requirements. Fittings and pipes are available in several materials.
Ideal for new as for renovation, press and push technologies are reliable and easy to install.

> Crimping systems (press) offer unbeatable cost savings and security: 40% faster and 20% cheaper than traditional techniques.

> The Tectite innovative technology (push) provides great benefits in terms of both design and performance.